STAT 400/MATH 463 Discussion Syllabus

TA: William Biscarri
E-mail: wbiscar2@illinois.edu

Office Hours: Wednesday, 5-6pm, in the Stat 400 help room. Room 2 of Illini hall (basement)

E-mail Information
If your lecture instructor is Alex Stepanov please put “STAT 400 Stepanov” in the subject line.
If your lecture instructor is Xiaohui Chen please put “STAT 400 Chen” in the subject line.
I have created a special folder that will allocate e-mails based on subject line content. If your e-mail does not have the proper subject line I will not respond to it.

Quiz Information (Stepanov students only)
There will be a total of 6 quizzes (dates should be on compass) given in discussion section over the course of the semester. If you have any conflicts with quiz dates please let me know and if it is an acceptable and documentable reason I will allow you to go to another section to take the quiz, or take it in my office at a later date. Note that your lowest quiz grade is dropped.

Office information
E-mail is the best way to contact me, however, if for some (urgent) reason you are near Illini hall and need to ask me a question you are more than welcome to stop by. I am in room 104.